


	 At	the	beating	heart	of	London’s	Mayfair	Village,	The	Connaught	redefines	

the British luxury experience. An expertly judged blend of tradition with the utmost 

modernity, The Connaught is the insider’s choice for connoisseurs in the art of living 

well; where highly personalised service and a passion for hand-crafted detail mix 

effortlessly	with	a	contemporary	boldness	that	captivates	and	draws	you	in.

 Not only can each guest explore an irresistible wealth of experiences 

within the hotel’s walls, it is also nestled amongst the shops and restaurants of 

Mount Street, one of the most exclusive corners of Mayfair. Neighbour to some of 

London’s most sought-after galleries and boutiques and just a short stroll to some of 

the capital’s most peaceful parks and gardens, The Connaught is a hub in one of the 

most desirable locations in town.
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Hélène Darroze at The Connaught

Hélène Darroze at The Connaught  
is a uniquely personal experience.
From the hand, heart and heritage of 
Hélène and her family of suppliers, 
exclusive, hand-selected ingredients 
are chosen by you, nurtured by Hélène, 
and turned into an enchanting dining 
experience that reconnects you with 
the pleasures and joys of eating well, 
two Michelin star-style.

DELECTABLE



Overlooking Mount Street and its fashionable comings and goings,  
Jean-Georges	at	The	Connaught	offers	all-hours,	informal	gourmet	dining	
in a relaxed, contemporary neighbourhood setting. The menus from  
world-renowned chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten are eclectic and 
imaginative, with Connaught and British classics given a characteristic 
twist, and afternoon tea is the best of the best.

Jean-Georges at The Connaught
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The Connaught Grill, once one of London’s most celebrated restaurants, 
has returned to The Connaught giving a respectful nod to its distinguished 
heritage. The contemporary and intimate design showcases extraordinary 
signature wooden wall panels, tables and chairs crafted by Nakashima 
woodworkers. With Jean-Georges Vongerichten at the helm the menu is a 
delicious	line	up	of	the	finest	British	produce,	cooked	over	fire.

The Connaught Grill
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Coburg Bar

This Mayfair retreat is a bastion 
of Britishness that exhibits its 
eccentricities with pride.  
Once inside the Coburg Bar, 
experts will guide you towards 
something perfectly personal 
and bespoke. Even the most 
exacting connoisseur will  
experience the seductive sense 
that discoveries are here to  
be made.

The Connaught Patisserie is a jewel in the heart 
of Mayfair nestled at the side of The Connaught, 
and on majestic Mount Street.  

A team of patissiers craft delicious handmade 
delicacies to carry you through the day from 
the	first	morning	croissant,	to	an	afternoon	
patisserie with champagne, and beautifully 
boxed celebratory cakes to gift or take home.

DELICIOUS by

DESIGN

Coburg Bar

The Connaught Patisserie



Enter the richly fascinating world 
of the No.1 bar in Europe, where 
the walls are silver-leafed, the 
atmosphere candlelit and the 
mixologists perform modern-day 
alchemy. Intensely alive to the 
creative possibilities of their art, 
they are explorers and creatives 
in equal measure – travelling, 
searching, experimenting and 
bringing it all back from around 
the globe to this pulsating 
corner of London.Connaught Bar



Discover the Red Room nestled within The Connaught; a hideaway 
revealed only through a velvet-curtained doorway. This one-of-a-kind edit 
forms the perfect canvas for a gallery of renowned wines by the glass. 
Rare	vintages	and	first	growths	arrive	by	custom-crafted	marble	trolley	–	
accompanied by a capsule collection of six cocktails, each inspired by the 
wine selection and developed in tune with the changing seasons.

Red Room
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The ApartmentThe Apartment

Each of our rooms and suites couples supreme 
comfort with contemporary touches; all have 
bespoke and inherited furniture and beds 
dressed	in	the	finest	Italian	linen.	And	whether	
you stay in a room or suite at The Connaught, 
all come with a personal butler, ready to make 
you feel right at home and take care of your 
every need.



Connaught Suite

The Connaught’s feature suites 
are amongst the most beautifully 
designed and relaxing spaces in which 
to spend your time in London. With 
space to entertain, unique features 
and original works of art, each suite 
has the ability to satisfy every mood, 
taste and whim. From the tinkling 
ivories of the grand piano within 
The Mews to the literary and cultural 
riches of the Library Suite (with its own 
secret doorway), and the unique 
travellers’ artefacts that grace the 
Prince’s Lodge, our suites are utterly 
individual. And of course, along with a 
personal butler who’ll stop at nothing 
to make sure you have the perfect 
stay, the suites are complete with all 
the	21st-	century	flourishes	
demanded by the modern traveller.

The Mews
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Within this most revered  
of hotels are event spaces that 
marry innovation of facilities 
with tradition of service.  
Thanks to expert and dedicated 
staff,	The	Connaught	becomes	 
a stunning and very private  
place to entertain, from an 
intimate wedding ceremony 
in the Maple Room to a grand 
reception in the Mayfair Room.

Maple Room Mayfair Room

Our Aman Spa takes relaxation 
and rejuvenation to a whole  
new level. This oasis of calm, 
with its holistic massages and 
healing therapies, is a secluded 
haven, where exceptional  
personal experiences will take 
you as close to paradise 
as you can get.

Aman Spa

Aman Spa Pool




